Additive manufacturing of polymer-bonded magnets is a recently developed technique, for singleunit production, and for structures that have been impossible to manufacture previously. Also, new possibilities to create a specific stray field around the magnet are triggered. The current work presents a method to 3D print polymer-bonded magnets with a variable magnetic compound fraction distribution. This means the saturation magnetization can be adjusted during the printing process to obtain a required external field of the manufactured magnets. A low-cost, end-user 3D printer with a mixing extruder is used to mix permanent magnetic filaments with pure polyamide (PA12) filaments. The magnetic filaments are compounded, extruded, and characterized for the printing process. To deduce the quality of the manufactured magnets with a variable magnetic compound fraction, an inverse stray field framework is developed. The effectiveness of the printing process and the simulation method is shown. It can also be used to manufacture magnets that produce a predefined stray field in a given region. This opens new possibilities for magnetic sensor applications. This setup and simulation framework allows the design and manufacturing of polymer-bonded permanent magnets, which are impossible to create with conventional methods.
rheological behavior, spherical particles are preferred, which can be produced by an inert gas atomization process. To reduce assembling costs and reach more flexibility, magnetically isotropic powder is preferred. The high filler content increases the viscosity of the melted compound 7 . To avoid clogging of the nozzle, the matrix polymer should be of a high flowable material; good mechanical properties are an important aspect, too. Polyamides (PA6, PA11, and PA12) have a good combination of these qualities.
Recently, it was shown that an end-user 3D printer can be used to print polymer-bonded rare-earth magnets with a complex shape 8 . A prefabricated magnetic compound (Neofer ® 25/60p) from Magnetfabrik Bonn GmbH has been used. It consists of 90 wt.% NdFeB grains in a PA11 matrix. The effectiveness of this printing method is demonstrated by fabrication of a magnet with a complex shape that is known to produce a specific stray field above the printed magnet. Structures with a size of under 0.8 mm, and a layer height of under 0.1 mm are possible. Contrary to the well-established, affordable, accurate, and high-resolution end-user 3D printing technology, big area additive manufacturing (BAAM) of large-scale NdFeB magnets is presented in ref. 9 . The BAAM method operates within the same principle as a conventional 3D printer. An advantage of this method is the possibility to manufacture large-scale objects, disadvantages are the high system costs and printing of fine structures is impossible due to the large printer nozzle size.
However, at the moment, no other single-unit manufacturing technologies are available for the production of magnets with complex shapes; nor is the opportunity to fabricate objects without material waste, and a minimum amount of source material. This can be an important aspect for the reduction of rare-earth elements in permanent magnets 10 .
In this work, a method to manufacture polymer-bonded permanent magnets with a variable magnetic compound fraction m  along the printing direction is presented, where  m is defined as the fraction of the magnetic compound material from the entire volume that is pressed out of the heated printer nozzle. The filler fraction of the magnetic material is proportional to the remanence B r . This can be used to shape the magnetic field without changing the topology of the object. First, the effectiveness of the method is shown. Furthermore, an inverse stray field method based on finite elements has been developed, which allows to deduce the magnetic compound fraction and magnetization distribution of the magnet from stray field measurements. This method can be used to evaluate the quality of the printed magnets. Moreover, the inverse method allows us to find an optimal magnetization density distribution for a given target field.
Methods
Printing/Simulation Models. The models for the 3D printing process and the simulations are created in Salome 7.6. Meshing of the simulation models is performed in Salome 7.6 with the Netgen algorithm and tetrahedron elements ( Supplementary Fig. 1) 11 . Converting the.med Salome output file to the FEniCS.xml format is performed with Gmsh 2.10.1. The STL file for the 3D printing process is sliced with Slic3r 1.3.0. The resulting G-code was further modified by a customized Python script to print objects with a layer-dependent magnetic compound fraction distribution.
Stray Field Simulation.
In a simply connected domain without current, the stray field → h m of a magnetic body is given by
m with the magnetic scalar potential u being subject to the Poisson equation
and open boundary conditions
where  → M is the magnetization at a position → x . We apply the finite-element method based on FEniCS2016.1 for the solution of the Poisson equation 13 . The open boundary conditions are approximated with a simple truncation approach, i.e. the nonmagnetic external region is also meshed to a certain extend and the potential is set to zero at the outer boundary by means of Dirichlet boundary conditions. In order to get reasonable results, we choose the external region to be 5 times larger then magnetic region in each spatial dimension as suggested in ref. 14. We use piecewise affine and globally continuous functions for the discretization and solve (2) on complete region
a with Ω m , Ω h , and Ω a being the magnetic region, the measurement region, and the air region respectively.
Printer. For the printing process, the conventional end-user 3D printer Builder from Code P is chosen ( Supplementary Fig. 2 ). This printer works by use of the fusing deposition modeling (FDM) principle. This system creates the object layer by layer by a meltable thermoplastic. It has a maximum building size of 220 × 210 × 164 mm 3 (L × W × H). Structures with a layer height resolution between 0.05 and 0.3 mm can be printed. The printing speed ranges from 10 to 80 mm/s, and the traveling speed ranges from 10 to 200 mm/s. The nozzle diameter is 0.4 mm, and by the means of a dual feed extruder, two different compound materials can be mixed, or a defined region of the object can be printed with different materials. The maximum nozzle temperature is 260 °C. For a better adhesion of the printed objects, the printer bed can be heated up to 80 °C. The optimal printing parameter for our setup and our magnetic compound filaments are listed in Table 1 . Magnetization. The objects with a variable magnetic compound fraction are magnetized inside an electromagnet. It is a self-built water-cooled electromagnet, and it is powered by a low-voltage power supply (Siemens NTN 35000-200). Maximum output current is 150 A with an operating voltage of 200 V. This setup has a maximum magnetic flux density inside the electromagnet of 1.9 T in permanent operation mode. The gap between the pole shoes is 50 mm.
Stray Field Measurement.
To measure the stray field of the printed permanent magnet, the 3D printer is upgraded to a full 3D magnetic flux density measurement system. As a sensing device, a 3D Hall sensor TLV493D-A186 from Infineon is used. A Genuino 101 microcontroller is programmed to read out the components of → B with a frequency of 3 kHz. The sensor has a measurement range of ±130 mT, and a measured detectivity of 40 μT/ Hz for static magnetic fields. A Python script controls the movement of the 3D printer and saves the stray field measurement data for the actual position of the sensor. This setup has a spatial resolution of 0.05 mm along the z-axis and 0.1 mm along the x-and y-axis. All stray field measurements are performed at least 3 times, and the average was formed. To skip an elaborate adjustment and alignment of the sensor, a calibration method on a detailed stray field simulation is used 8 . With this method, the angles, sensitivity, and the offset of the sensor can be calibrated. In our case, the sensor is simply attached to the extruder head with a self-printed suspension without any adjustment ( Supplementary Fig. 4 ). With this setup, the stray field can be scanned in 1D, 2D, and 3D around a complex magnetic structure.
Results
Predefined Magnetic Compound Fraction. A mixing extruder of an end-user 3D printer has the possibility to mix two or more materials during the printing process. In this article, the mixing extruder is used to mix magnetic compound material with pure commercial PA12. The magnetic compound consists of 85 wt.% NdFeB particles inside a PA12 matrix. Commercial magnetically isotropic powder MQP-S-11-9 with the chemical composition NdPrFeCoTiZrB from Magnequench Corporation is used. The powder is produced by employing an atomization process, followed by heat treatment. The particles are of spherical morphology with a diameter of approximately 45 ± 20 μm (Supplementary Fig. 1 ). The magnetic compound is extruded into suitable filaments with a diameter of 1.75 ± 0.1 mm and a magnetic filler content of 85 wt.% and 43 vol.%, respectively. The mixing extruder can continuously change between both materials. The magnetic compound fraction is a function of the layer number and y-axis r y , respectively. To determine the magnetic properties of the prints with different magnetic compound filler fractions, hysteresis measurements of the uniform distributed NdFeB powder inside the PA12 matrix are performed and pictured in Fig. 1(a) . Volumetric mass density measurements yield  = .
3 2 g/cm 3 for the maximum magnetic compound fraction of  = 100% m . This is 15% lower than the theoretical volumetric mass density of the compound. With the FDM deposition technique, it is not possible to print complete dense objects. The circumstance that the high filler fraction of NdFeB particles reduces the flowability of the filaments, also decreases the maximum volumetric mass density of the printed objects. The compound exhibits a remanence B r = 314 mT and a coercivity H cj = 745 kA/m. However, the remanence B r decreases linearly with the magnetic compound fraction  m (Fig. 1(b) ). This means that the maximum energy product ((BH max ~ B (Fig. 1(c) ). The sample is magnetized inside an electromagnet with 1.9 T along the z-axis. A volume scan of the produced stray field above and under the magnetized cuboid is pictured in Fig. 1(d) 8 . This measurement will be used to reconstruct the magnetization distribution inside the magnet and therefore deduct the quality of the printed magnet.
Inverse Problem. The forward stray field computation problem is defined by finding the stray field for a given magnetization. Well-established finite element method (FEM) algorithms for the stray field calculation of permanent magnets exist 18 . In contrast to the forward problem, the inverse problem, where, for a given magnetic field outside the magnet, the magnetization within the magnet is reconstructed, is much harder to solve ( Supplementary Fig. 5 ). The inherent difficulty of this inverse problem is due to the facts that (i) the inverse problem is not unique and (ii) the underlying system of equations is ill-conditioned. Mostly, no unique solution is available for these kinds of problems. A method to solve the inverse problem by using an adjoint method exists 19, 20 . In this article, a pure FEM method based on the FEM library FEniCS 13 , and the library dolfin-adjoint 21 for the automatically derivation of the adjoint equation of a given forward problem is used. Dolfin-adjoint contains a framework to solve partial differential equation (PDE) constraint optimization problems.
The forward problem is a well-posed problem. This means a solution exists and that it is unique. As mentioned above, the inverse problem is ill-posed. To provide an approximated solution of the inverse problem, additional information is necessary. Different methods exists to find reasonable results 22 . Here, the Tikhonov regularization is implemented in the inverse stray field computation framework. Solving the following minimization problem results in the unknown magnetization  → M for each finite element of the model in the region Ω m ( Supplementary  Fig. 1 ): where → h sim is the stray field calculated by the forward problem in a defined region Ω h , with the magnetic potential u. → h exp is the measured or target stray field in the same region Ω h . α ≥ 0 is the Tikhonov regularization parameter. In this case, α has unit m 2 . The inverse problem is solved by means of a continuum approach. This being said, no individual particles are considered, but instead, the particle density is approximated by a continuous density field. As a consequence, there is no general restriction on the mesh size in order to retrieve reasonable results. We discretize all fields (
with piecewise affine, globally continuous functions and apply the truncation method for the forward problem.
The main challenge for this regularization is the proper choice of a suitable parameter α. If α is too small, the solution will be dominated by the contributions from the data errors. If α is too large, the solution is a poor approximation of the original problem. A well-known method to find an optimal α, is the so-called L-curve method 23 . For this method, the solution norm
is plotted over the residual norm
2 in a log-log scale for varying α ∈ [0, ∞). The optimal residual parameter α is where the curve has the maximum curvature κ max (corner of the L-curve). This α value gives a good compromise between the change of the residual norm and the reduction of the solution norm (Supplementary Fig. 6 ). To solve the minimization problem in Eq. 4, the IPOPT software library for large-scale nonlinear optimization systems is used 24 .
Reconstructed Magnetization. To benchmark the inverse stray field framework and deduce the quality of the 3D printed magnetic cuboid with an absolute value magnetic distribution along the y-axis, the printed and magnetized magnet is scanned on both sides in a volume of 40 × 12 × 2 mm 3 (L × W × H) with a spatial resolution of 0.2 mm in the magnetization direction r z (Fig. 1(d) ). The measured → h exp is the input for the inverse stray field calculation. The simulation is performed for a range of different Tikhonov regularization parameters α = 10 x m 2 with x ∈ [−9.4, 3] and a step size of 0.4. Regarding the error of the measurement, the L-curve looks different from the ideal one (Supplementary Fig. 6 ). First, the region with the optimal parameter α is limited; then, the maximum curvature κ max in this region is calculated. Figure 2 The mesh of the simulation consists of 315,941 tetrahedral elements with a mesh size of the magnetic region of 0.25 mm. Figure 2(b) illustrates the magnetization distribution M z , which is proportional to the magnetic compound fraction distribution inside the magnet. The magnetization M z is a function of r y as expected, but it also depends on r z . In our case, only measurements under and above the magnet are used. Therefore, the algorithm cannot reconstruct the ideal distribution, and the print is not perfect. However, the example shows good conformity between the experimental and the simulation results. A line scan 1.5 mm above the magnet compared with the simulation results are shown in Fig. 2(c) . It points out a good agreement between measurement and results from the inverse stray field calculation. The distribution along the y-axis in the middle of the magnet is plotted in Fig. 2(d) . The reconstructed magnetization M z inv fits very well with the ideal magnetization distribution of mT for the whole magnetic region, and therefore, the stray field above the magnet is mismatched with the measurement data.
Predefined Stray Field. Instead of using the inverse stray field method to investigate already printed magnets, the method can also be used to design magnets with specific stray field properties. As examples, we compute the optimal magnetization distribution for a hollow cylinder geometry for different target fields inside the cylinder. The hollow cylinders have the dimension in mm ∅25, ∅20, and 50 (d outer , d inner , L) with a linear and constant stray field distribution inside the hollow magnet. Figure 3(a) shows the model of the magnet with the magnetic region Ω m and the region for the predefined stray field Ω h . The mesh Ω of the simulation consists of 455,306 tetrahedral elements with a mesh size of the magnetic region Ω m of 0.4 mm. The printing direction is along the z-axis. For this reason, the variable → h exp in Eq. 4 does not represent the measurement data but rather the desired stray field in distributions Ω h . M x and M y are fixed to zero, and the maximum of M z is limited to the used magnetic material. Otherwise, the real printed magnet cannot reach the desired magnetization. Two different stray field distributions are tested. The first is a constant magnetic flux density of B z = 5.5 mT along the z-axis r z ∈ [10, 40] mm; the second one is a linear increasing field of B z = 2 + 0.15r z mT/mm along the z-axis r z ∈ [10, 40] mm. A constant magnetic field inside a hollow cylinder can be used to calibrate sensors where the sensor position is changing. A linear increasing field can be used to realize a linear positioning system. In this case, a 1D sensor is enough for an accurate position detecting system 25 . The resulting magnetic compound fraction distribution along the z-axis is plotted in Fig. 3(b) . Figure 3(c) shows the comparison between simulations and measurements in the middle of the hollow cylinders. The inverse stray field simulation for both examples is performed for various Tikhonov regularization parameter α = 10 x m 2 with x ∈ [−10, 1]. The L-curve for both simulations is presented in Fig. 3(d) . α opt is clearly visible and is marked in green (α opt = 2.5 · 10 −7 m 2 for both designs). Inside the field boxes with the dimensions in mm of ∅2, 30 (d, L), a good conformity between printed and simulated magnets is given. A picture of one of the printed magnets is presented in Fig. 3(e) .
The error between measurements and simulations is plotted in Fig. 4(a) . The error changes along the z-axis, and it is around 6% for the constant and 4% for the linear design. Another important feature of this magnetic . Figure 4 (b) shows a plot of the homogeneity τ within a radius of r z = 2.5 mm on three planes (r z = 15, 25, 35 mm) inside the hollow cylinder. The deviation of the homogeneity is lower than 2%.
Summary
Additive manufacturing of polymer-bonded magnets has the advantage of manufacturing magnets with a minimum of cost and time. This article presents a method to 3D print permanent magnets with a variable magnetic compound fraction distribution along the printing direction. With a commercially available end-user 3D printer and a mixing extruder, a polymer-bonded magnetic filament can be mixed with a pure PA12 filament. Hysteresis measurements with different magnetic compound filler fractions are performed to get a relation of the remanence and magnetic compound fraction.
To deduct the quality of the prints, an inverse stray field simulation framework is developed. No unique solution exists for this kind of inverse problem. Therefore, Tikhonov regularization is used to find reasonable results for the optimization problem. A cuboid with an absolute value function of the magnetic density is printed, and the inverse stray field code is benchmarked with some measurements.
The inverse stray field computation framework can be used to simulate magnets with a predefined target stray field in a given region outside of the magnet. The optimal magnetization density of a hollow cylinder for a targeted constant or linear stray field is computed. The magnetic compound fraction distribution along the z-axis is optimized and printed with our setup. Detailed stray field measurements show excellent agreement between the simulation and measurement. Homogeneity of the field is an important aspect for linear position measurement systems. Our examples show a low dependence of an eccentric sensor position.
With this printing setup and simulation framework, the manufacturing of magnets is possible, which are impossible to create with conventional methods. It can be used to create magnets with a specific stray field distribution for various applications. The simulation method can also be used to improve the performance of multipolar polymer-bonded magnets by injection molding.
At the moment, only prints with a variable magnetic compound fraction along the z-axis are possible. An improved slicing program should rescind this restriction. An influence on the quality of the printed structures is the filament diameter, because with a constant feeding rate, the volume flow through the nozzle varies, which leads to a patchy printing result. The deviation of the remanence due to the changing filament diameter is around 3%.
The deviation of the ideal volumetric mass density and the printed one of around 15% is a result of the flowability of the material and the FDM technique itself. Here is a potential for improvement of the printing results, and to reduce the error between simulations and measurements. 
